
Midwifery Book Reports:

Students must read and report on a minimum of two book each semester.  In the first semester, both 
books are selected for you. Beginning in the second semester, one book is assigned for you, the sec-
ond one can be chosen from the list.  Book reports should be approximately 500 words in length and 
have these components:

What you learned from reading the book. Anything you took issue with.
What you will do different based on the knowledge you gained from reading this book
Your favorite quote from the book (with page number).

SEMESTER ONE

REQUIRED READING

 Heart and Hands, Fifth Edition: A Midwife’s Guide to Pregnancy and Birth
 by Elizabeth Davis

Product Description:
Presenting information on what to expect during each stage of pregnancy, birth, and postpartum 
recovery, Heart and Hands has been the most trusted guide for midwives and expecting parents for 
more than two decades. This completely revised edition includes new photographs and illustrations, 
updated resources for parents, and a current list of midwifery schools. Information will be added 
throughout to reflect the latest research on the physiology of pregnancy, birth, and postpartum. Com-
bining time-honored teachings with the most current obstetric techniques, this essential reference 
empowers birthing helpers and parents to create a truly woman-centered birth experience.
ISBN-13: 978-1607742432

 Skills for Midwifery Practice                                  
 By Ruth Johnson BA, RGN RM, Wendy Taylor, 3 edition (May 25, 2010)

Product Description:
This is a good book for a beginner student. It is thorough and well divided into skill topics. It provides 
good practical information that “spells it out” for beginners but also could be a useful resource for 
those with a little more experience.
ISBN-13: 978-0702031465
eBook: Available in the Amazon Kindle Bookstore



SEMESTER TWO

REQUIRED READING

 Birth Models that Work                                  
 From University of California Press
 Edited by Robbie Davis-Floyd, Lesley Barclay, Jan Tritten, and Betty-Anne Daviss

Note: Mercy In Action was honored to be chosen for this book...one chapter is written by Vicki Pen-
well. Robbie Davis-Floyd is a medical anthropologist (PhD) who wanted the book to be practical for 
others to copy the models, therefore she asked Vicki to write details of how Mercy In Action started 
and how it is run, successes and failures and statistics and all...the outcomes from our 12,000 free 
births in the Philippines are shown.

Product Description:
This groundbreaking book takes us around the world in search of birth models that work in order to 
improve the standard of care for mothers and families everywhere. The contributors describe ex-
amples of maternity services from both developing countries and wealthy industrialized societies that 
apply the latest scientific evidence to support and facilitate normal physiological birth; deal appropri-
ately with complications; and generate excellent birth outcomes--including psychological satisfaction 
for the mother. The book concludes with a description of the ideology that underlies all these working 
models--known internationally as the midwifery model of care. 
ISBN13: 9780520258914

For your second book this semester, choose one book from this category

 Birth Reborn
 By Michel Odent

Product Description:
The internationally known French physician and head of the Pithiviers Maternity Clinic in northern 
France explains his revolutionary natural childbirth methods, which result in some of the lowest infant 
mortality figures in the world. Now, in this second edition of his best-selling book, Dr. Odent has writ-
ten a new introduction which examines and describes the impact these birthing practices are having 
throughout the world.
ISBN-13: 978-0964203693



 Born in the USA: How a Broken Maternity System Must Be Fixed  
 to Put Women and Children First
 By Marsden Wagner

Product Description:
In this rare, behind-the-scenes look at what goes on in hospitals across the country, a longtime medi-
cal insider and international authority on childbirth assesses the flawed American maternity care sys-
tem, powerfully demonstrating how it fails to deliver safe, effective care for both mothers and babies. 
Written for mothers and fathers, obstetricians, nurses, midwives, scientists, insurance professionals, 
and anyone contemplating having a child, this passionate exposé documents how, in the most expen-
sive maternity care system in the world, women have lost control over childbirth and what the disturb-
ing results of this phenomenon have been. Born in the USA examines issues including midwifery and 
the safety of out-of-hospital birth, how the process of becoming a doctor can adversely affect both 
practitioners and their patients, and why there has been a rise in the use of risky but doctor-friendly 
interventions, including the use of Cytotec, a drug that has not been approved by the FDA for preg-
nant women. Most importantly, this gripping investigation, supported by many troubling personal sto-
ries, explores how women can reclaim the childbirth experience for the betterment of themselves and 
their children. Born in the USA tells:
* Why women are 70% more likely to die in childbirth in America than in Europe
* What motivates obstetricians to use dangerous and unnecessary drugs and procedures 
* How the present malpractice crisis has been aggravated by the fear of accountability 
* Why procedures such as cesarean section and birth inductions are so readily used 
ISBN-13: 978-0520256330

 Optimal Care in Childbirth: The Case for a Physiologic Approach
 by Henci Goer (Author), Amy Romano (Author)

Product Description:
The purpose of this book is to provide a solid evidence base for optimal childbirth. Optimal childbirth 
means achieving the best possible birth outcomes for moms and babies, while providing care that 
uses the least amount of medical intervention possible and also takes into consideration each wom-
an’s unique situation and values. This book is so well-written and meticulously referenced that it’s like 
owning an encyclopedia on the evidence for normal childbirth. 
ISBN-13: 978-1598491326

 Pushed: The Painful Truth About Childbirth and Modern Maternity Care
 by Jennifer Block

Product Description:
A groundbreaking narrative investigation of childbirth in the age of machines, malpractice, and man-
aged care, Pushed presents the complete picture of maternity care in America. From inside the oper-
ating room of a hospital with a 44% Cesarean rate to the living room floor of a woman who gives birth 
with an illegal midwife, Block exposes a system in which few women have an optimal experience. 
Pushed surveys the public health impact of routine labor inductions, C-sections, and epidurals, but 
also examines childbirth as a women’s rights issue: Do women even have the right to choose a nor-
mal birth? Is that right being upheld? A wake-up call for our times, Block’s gripping research reveals 



that while emergency obstetric care is essential, we are overusing medical technology at the expense 
of maternal and infant health.
ISBN-13: 978-0738211664

 Gentle Birth Choices                                  
 By Barbara Harper

Product Description:
* Recommended by Lamaze International as one of the top ten books for pregnant women  
   and their families 
* Includes a 45-minute DVD of six live gentle births
* More than 32,000 copies sold of the original edition

New parents are faced with a myriad of choices about pregnancy, labor, and birth. In Gentle Birth 
Choices Barbara Harper, renowned childbirth advocate, nurse, former midwife, and mother of three, 
helps to clarify these choices and shows how to plan a meaningful, family-centered birth experience. 
She dispels medical myths and re-imagines birth without fear, pain, or violence. Harper explains 
the numerous gentle birth choices available, including giving birth in an independent birth center, at 
home, or in a hospital birthing room; finding a primary caregiver who shares your philosophy of birth; 
and deciding how to best use current technologies. She also pro- vides practical advice for couples 
wishing to explore the option of using a doula or water during labor and birth to avoid the unwanted 
effects of drugs and epidurals. The Gentle Birth Choices DVD blends interviews with midwives and 
physicians and six actual births that illustrate the options of water birth, home birth, and vaginal birth 
after a prior Cesarean section. The DVD clearly reveals the strength of women during childbirth and 
the healthy and happy outcome of women exercising gentle birth choices. It is a powerful instructional 
tool, not only for expectant parents, but also for midwives, hospitals, birth centers, and doctors.
ISBN13: 9781594770678

 Birthing from Within: An Extra-Ordinary Guide to Childbirth Preparation
 By Pam England, Rob Horowitz

Product Description:
This holistic approach to childbirth examines this profound rite-of-passage not as a medical event, but 
as an act of self-discovery. Exercises and activities such as journal writing, meditation, and painting 
are designed to help mothers analyze their thoughts and face their fears during pregnancy. 144 line 
drawings. 17 photos.
ISBN13: 9780965987301

 The Birth Book: Everything You Need to Know to Have a Safe  
 and Satisfying Birth (Sears Parenting Library)
 By William Sears, Martha Sears

Product Description:
This guide will do more for new parents than a pacifier will for a newborn. It is a comprehensive, 



soothing work which will ease the fears and anxieties that explode during a pregnancy, especially 
during the last trimester. The Sears -- he a pediatrician and professor at the University of Southern 
California’s School of Medicine; she a childbirth and labor expert--are themselves the parents of eight 
children. They explain clearly and reassuringly the array of options available to pregnant couples, 
from what to consider when selecting a birthing team and environment and how technology can be a 
mixed blessing during pregnancy to having a VDAC (a vaginal delivery after having had a Caesarean 
birth). The book’s philosophy is that delivering a baby is often an event that parents are more caught 
up with than the end-product--the baby. But the book offers more than philosophy. It gives men prac-
tical advice on how to survive the changes, both emotional and physical, that arrive with impending 
parenthood. There are quick-reference charts on the medical tests commonly ordered
by physicians during pregnancy, contraction timing and the stages of labor. The final chapter is de-
voted to 14 birth stories which illustrate how labor and delivery are different for each woman. While no 
two experiences are alike, all illustrate the importance of making conscious choices about the birth of 
one’s child.
ISBN13: 9780316779074

 Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Newborn (4th Edition): The Complete Guide
 By Penny Simkin, April Bolding, Ann Keppler, Janelle Durham, Janet Whalley

Product Description:
Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Newborn: The Complete Guide is already one of the bestselling preg-
nancy books on the market, with more than one million copies in print! Now newly revised and rede-
signed, this comprehen- sive, authoritative “bible” provides expectant couples with abundant, valuable 
information about pregnancy, labor, birth, the postpartum period, and newborn care.
This award-winning book presents the latest research-based information on pregnancy, birth, and 
early parent- hood, including:
* New information on complementary-medicine approaches such as acupuncture 
* Updated information on interventions during childbirth 
* Revised statistics and discussions on cesarean birth and vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) 
* New advice on informed decision-making, one of the hottest topics in maternity care today

The book has been redesigned so it’s more accessible and reader-friendly, with more photos, illustra-
tions, and boxed features that allow for important information to be highlighted. Also included in the 
new design are fun and informative sidebars, such as “Common Q&As” about pregnancy, childbirth, 
and newborn care; “In Their Own Words,” in which parents describe their pregnancy, childbirth, and 
early parenting experiences from their point of view; and “Fact or Fiction?” in which the authors pres-
ent common misinformation and the facts. New to this edition is an accompanying website, www.
PCNGuide.com, where readers can find additional maternity care information as well as helpful forms 
and worksheets. 
ISBN13: 9781439175118

 Homebirth and Other Alternatives to Hospital
 by Sheila Kitzinger

Product Description:
More and more women are keen to explore their options for childbirth, and to choose the kind of birth 



that they feel is best for them and their babies. For many women, giving birth at home in their own 
surroundings has significant advantages. In this book, Sheila Kitzinger gives the reader all the infor-
mation she needs to plan a birth in a setting that she can control herself, whether at home, in a birth 
centre or in a birthing room. She cites first-hand accounts of birth in and out of hospital.
ISBN-13: 978-0751301656

SEMESTER THREE

REQUIRED READING

 Midwifery: Best Practice, Volume 3, 1e  (May 30, 2005)                                  
 By Sara Wickham RM MA BA, PGCE

Product Description:
Volume 3 in the Midwifery best practice series. This volume continues the theme of selecting the best 
of currently published material on pregnancy, labour and birth to provide a succinct review of key 
issues within midwifery. Additional original articles on selected topics have been included. Midwifery 
best practice is a unique series that has become essential reading on many midwifery courses.
ISBN-13: 978-0750688468

For your second book this semester, choose one book from this category

 Into These Hands: Wisdom from Midwives
 by Geradine Simkins

Product Description:
Nothing is more important than how we are born. This fascinating and informative book will introduce 
the reader to the astonishing history and world of midwifery, a profession, a calling, a mission, that I 
wholeheartedly support. 
-Alice Walker, Pulitzer Prize winner, poet, and author of The Color Purple and  
The Temple of My Familiar

The women who share these stories are more than mid-wives they are visionaries, revolutionaries, 
healers and heroes. This book is for anyone, like myself, who lives in awe of midwives. And if that 
doesn’t include you, be prepared to be converted! 
 -Ricki Lake, actress, television host, executive producer of the  
documentary The Business of Being Born
ISBN-13: 978-0981870854



 Spiritual Midwifery
 by Ina May Gaskin 

Product Description:
Here is the 4th edition of the classic book on home birth that introduced a whole generation of women 
to the concept of natural childbirth. Back again are even more amazing birthing tales, including those 
from women who were babies in earlier editions and stories about Old Order Amish women attended 
by the Farm midwives.
Also new is information about the safety of techniques routinely used in hospitals during and af-
ter birth, information on postpartum depression and maternal death, and recent statistics on births 
managed by The Farm Midwives. From the amazing birthing tales to care of the newborn, Spiritual 
Midwifery is still one of the best books an expectant mother could own. Includes resources for dou-
las, childbirth educators, birth centers, and other organizations and alliances dedicated to improving 
maternity care at home and in hospitals.
ISBN-13: 978-1570671043

 Birth Matters: A Midwife’s Manifesta
 By Ina May Gaskin

Product Description:
Renowned for her practice’s exemplary results and low intervention rates, Ina May Gaskin has gained 
international notoriety for promoting natural birth. She is a much-beloved leader of a movement that 
seeks to stop the hyper-medicalization of birth—which has lead to nearly a third of hospital births in 
America to be cesarean sections—and renew confidence in a woman’s natural ability to birth. Upbeat 
and informative, Gaskin asserts that the way in which women become mothers is a women’s rights is- 
sue, and it is perhaps the act that most powerfully exhibits what it is to be instinctually human. Birth 
Matters is a spirited manifesta showing us how to trust women, value birth, and reconcile modern life 
with a process as old as our species.
ISBN-13: 978-1583229279

 The Essential Homebirth Guide: 
 For Families Planning or Considering Birthing at Home
 by Jane E. Drichta  (Author), Jodilyn Owen 

Product Description:
Birthing is a miraculous time when you and your baby will work together to bring about life. As you 
finally cradle your precious newborn in your arms, you should know deep in your soul that every deci-
sion that brought the two of you to this special moment was yours. 

More families than ever are choosing to birth at home. Midwives Jane E. Drichta and Jodilyn Owen 
answer questions about the kind of care, support, and information you need as you investigate 
whether this option is right for you. Birth can be an empowering and positive experience, and this 
book provides gentle guidance, with high regard for your wisdom and ability to successfully navigate 
your prenatal care, birth, and early mothering.  Enriched with real birth stories from new mothers, The 
Essential Homebirth Guide offers thoughtful, compassionate advice on a wealth of birthing topics, 
including: 



• Building a supportive homebirth community • Caring for yourself and your baby from your pregnancy 
through the postpartum period • Communicating about your birthing plans with your midwife, your 
partner, and your family and friends • Deciding whether homebirth is safe for you • Educating yourself 
about common pregnancy-related issues • Preparing your home and your family for the big day.
ISBN-13: 978-1451668629

 Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth
 By Ina May Gaskin

Product Description:
What you need to know to have the best birth experience for you. Drawing upon her thirty-plus years 
of experience, Ina May Gaskin, the nation’s leading midwife, shares the benefits and joys of natu-
ral childbirth by showing women how to trust in the ancient wisdom of their bodies for a healthy and 
fulfilling birthing experience. Based on the female-centered Midwifery Model of Care, Ina May’s Guide 
to Natural Childbirth gives expectant mothers comprehensive information on everything from the all- 
important mind-body connection to how to give birth without technological intervention.
Filled with inspiring birth stories and practical advice, this invaluable resource includes:
* Reducing the pain of labor without drugs--and the miraculous roles touch and massage play
* What really happens during labor
* Orgasmic birth--making birth pleasurable
* Episiotomy--is it really necessary?
* Common methods of inducing labor--and which to avoid at all costs 
* Tips for maximizing your chances of an unmedicated labor and birth 
* How to avoid postpartum bleeding--and depression
* The risks of anesthesia and cesareans--what your doctor doesn’t necessarily tell you
* The best ways to work with doctors and/or birth care providers
* How to create a safe, comfortable environment for birth in any setting, including a hospital
* And much more...
Ina May’s Guide to Natural Childbirth takes the fear out of childbirth by restoring women’s faith in their 
own natural power to give birth with more ease, less pain, and less medical intervention.
ISBN13: 9780553381153

SEMESTER FOUR

REQUIRED READING

 Motherwit: An Alabama Midwife’s Story
 by Onnie Lee Logan  (Author), Katherine Clark (Contributor)

Product Description:
Motherwit is a fascinating glimpse into the life of Onnie Lee Logan, Alabama’s last “granny midwife”. 
She is a wise and skillful midwife, meeting the needs of Merengo County, one of the poorest in Ala-



bama. Her service to the black population is at first appreciated, because the doctors weren’t inter-
ested in treating them. As midwifery and homebirth grows more popular, many well-off white couples 
hire her to deliver their babies at home, and soon she and her fellow midwives are no longer granted 
liscences to practice midwifery. The midwife will enjoy Onnie Lee’s wisdom and compassion in car-
ing for her clients; the African-American will appreciate her struggles to claim her place of service to 
her community. Christians will appreciate Onnie’s frank faith in God, Who called her to midwifery and 
designed to process of birthing babies.
ISBN-13: 978-1611873863

For your second book this semester, choose one book from this category

 Why Not Me?: The Story of Gladys Milton, Midwife
 by Wendy Bovard (Author), Gladys Milton (Author)

Product Description:
The opening chapter of Why Not Me? is a courtroom scene: the State of Florida Health and Reha-
bilitative Services vs. Gladys Milton, age sixty-four, for providing illegal medical care. From this point, 
Gladys Milton looks back, telling her story to Wendy Bovard, a midwife and one of Gladys’ many pa-
tients. Gladys was raised by her midwife aunt in rural Florida during the years when white doctors and 
hospitals refused to care for brown and black-skinned people. By the time she is a teenager, Gladys 
has helped her Aunt deliver dozens of babies. In 1958, after her marriage and the birth of her seven 
children, Gladys is asked by a school nurse to study to become a lay midwife as part of the state’s 
plan to improve rural health care. 
ISBN-13: 978-0913990971

 LISTEN TO ME GOOD: THE STORY OF AN ALABAMA MIDWIFE
 by MARGARET CHARLES SMITH 

Product Description:
Even in recent times, poor African American women living in the rural South often had no access to 
healthcare. Local women serving as midwives were an important part of the community; they assisted 
with birthing and helped with household chores while the new mother recovered. Smith, a 91-year-old 
retired midwife, offers readers a firsthand account of rural lay midwifery and life in a small Alabama 
town. She describes her formal and informal training, the laws that allowed her to practice and later 
prohibited her work, the respect of the few local doctors for the lay midwives, and her views on civil 
rights issues. Smith’s dedication, strong religious faith, and dignity are evident throughout this tribute 
to a tradition of self-care and community support.
ISBN-13: 978-0814207017

 My Bag Was Always Packed: The Life and Times of a Virginia Midwife
 by Claudine Curry Smith (Author), Mildred H.B. Roberson (Author)

Product Description:
Claudine Curry Smith delivered over 500 babies in her three decades as a midwife in rural Virginia, 



traveling at all times of day and night and in all sorts of weather. Born in 1918, this remarkable woman 
grew up in the segregated South, married at seventeen, raised seven children, drove a school bus for 
37 years, picked crabs, shucked oysters, cut and packed fish, picked and peeled tomatoes, shucked 
corn, took care of children and elderly people, looked after sick folks, and cooked and cleaned for 
White people as well as for her own family. Married for 67 years, she is a treasure trove of stories 
about her life and times. When her first child was born with the help of a midwife, she was only 17 and 
living with her grandparents. To let the midwife, an aunt, know that labor had begun, someone rode 
by horseback to her home and she returned in her horse and buggy. Although there was no running 
water or electricity there, everything was ready for the midwife and the delivery went smoothly.Mrs. 
Smiths own practice as a midwife included many homes without running water or electricity, but she 
always knew what to do. She delivered several premature babies and even a set of twins. And in all 
her years of practice, she never lost a mother.This book tells her story in her own words, with some 
background information written by the co-author to provide historical context. 
ISBN-13: 978-1403375322

 Granny Midwives and Black Women Writers
 by Valerie Lee

Product Description:
Midwives, women healers and root workers have been central figures in the African American folk 
traditions. Particularly in Black communities in the rural south, these women served vital social, cul-
tural and political functions. It was believed that they possessed magical powers: they negotiated the 
barrier between life and death and were often regarded as the “knower” in a community. Today even 
as medical science has discredited or superseded their power, granny midwives have resurfaced as 
pivotal characters in the narratives of contemporary African American literature.
ISBN-13: 978-0415915083

SEMESTER FIVE

REQUIRED READING

 Professional Ethics In Midwifery Practice                                  
 By Illysa R. Foster and Jon Lasser

Product Description:
Professional Ethics for Midwives: Conscious Practice is an applied ethics book designed for both 
students and practicing midwives to build ethical thinking in the context of daily practice. This unique 
text uses an accessible writing style and includes chapters on diversity and justice, informed consent, 
multiple relationships, confidentiality and privacy, scope of practice, and others. Realistic case ex-
amples throughout the text encourage critical thinking in applied ethics. The authors present a unique 
model for midwives’ ethical thinking and appendices include widely used codes of ethics in the field
ISBN-13: 978-0763768805
eBook: Available in the Amazon Kindle Bookstore



 
For your second book this semester, choose one book from this category

 Bestfeeding: How to Breastfeed Your Baby
 by Suzanne Arms (Author), Chloe Fisher (Author), Mary Renfrew  (Author)

Product Description:
Beautiful to look at and easy to read, BESTFEEDING reaffirms the joy and ease of breastfeeding 
when a mother has access to both information and ongoing support. A positive and helpful book. 
-Marian Tompson, cofounder, La Leche League International”Among the myriad ‘how-to’¬? books 
on breastfeeding, BESTFEEDING delivers an immensely practical guide to successful nursing. This 
valuable reference will enable mothers to avoid problems and enjoy their experience.”-Jane Morton, 
M.D., Stanford University Medical Center”BESTFEEDING is a virtual treasury of the collective wis-
dom on breastfeeding, and it is now my first choice for parents.” -Marshall Klaus, M.D., author of The 
Doula Book
ISBN-13: 978-1587611957

 The Attachment Parenting Book:
 A Commonsense Guide to Understanding and Nurturing Your Baby
 By William Sears, Martha Sears

Product Description:
Is it OK to sleep with your newborn baby? How old is too old for breastfeeding? These questions and 
more are answered in this latest addition to the Sears Parenting Library. Attachment Parenting en-
courages early, strong, and sustained attention to the new baby’s needs and this book outlines the 
steps that will create the most lasting bonds between parents and their children. Practical and inspira-
tional, this book, the heart of the Sears’ parenting creed, is a necessity for every new parents’ book-
shelf.
ISBN13: 9780316778091

 Your Amazing Newborn
 By M.D. Marshall H. Klaus, M.F.T. Phyllis Klaus

Product Description:
A celebration of a baby’s extraordinary abilities in the first hours and days of life. With over 120 stun-
ning photographs-all of babies less than two weeks old - Your Amazing Newborn illustrates the incred-
ible new findings of research on newborns and guides parents and caregivers through the fascinating 
first weeks of a baby’s life. Newly identified abilities are shown in astonishing photo sequences and 
insightful explanations. Abilities such as reaching (once considered impossible) are seen in exciting 
detail, along with the beautiful choreography between infants and parents, new discoveries about the 
five senses, the wonderful adaptation of adopted newborns, and above all that first spark of recogni-
tion that ignites a lifetime bond.
ISBN13: 9780738201887



 The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding (La Leche League International Book)
 By Diane Wiessinger, Diana West, Teresa Pitman

Product Description:
It’s no secret that breastfeeding is the normal, healthy way to nourish and nurture your baby. Dedi-
cated to supporting nursing and expectant mothers, the internationally respected La Leche League 
has set the standard for educating and empowering mothers in this natural art for generations. Now 
their classic bestselling guide has been retooled, refocused, and updated for today’s mothers and life-
styles. Working mothers, stay-at-home moms, single moms, and mothers of multiples will all benefit 
from the book’s range of nursing advice, stories, and information—from preparing for breastfeeding 
during pregnancy to feeding cues, from nursing positions to expressing and storing breast milk. With 
all-new photos and illustrations. There is no better beginning for your baby than the womanly art of 
breastfeeding.
ISBN13: 9780345518446

 The Baby Book, Revised Edition: Everything You Need to Know 
 About Your Baby from Birth to Age Two
 by William Sears  (Author), Martha Sears (Author), Robert Sears (Author)

Product Description:
The classic guide of the post-Dr. Spock generation has been revised to include the latest informa-
tion on virtually every aspect of infant and baby care. THE BABY BOOK is unrivaled in its scope and 
authority, and presents a practical, contemporary approach to parenting that reflects the way we live 
today. Focusing on the essential needs of babies--eating, sleeping, development, health, and comfort-
-it addresses the questions of greatest concern to parents. The Searses acknowledge that there is no 
one way to parent a baby, and they offer the basic guidance and inspiration you need to develop the 
parenting style that best suits you and your child.
ISBN-13: 978-0316198264

SEMESTER SIX

REQUIRED READING

 Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide
 by Nicholas D. Kristof  (Author), Sheryl WuDunn  (Author)

Product Description:
From two of our most fiercely moral voices, a passionate call to arms against our era’s most perva-
sive human rights violation: the oppression of women and girls in the developing world.
With Pulitzer Prize winners Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn as our guides, we undertake an 
odyssey through Africa and Asia to meet the extraordinary women struggling there, among them a 



Cambodian teenager sold into sex slavery and an Ethiopian woman who suffered devastating injuries 
in childbirth. Drawing on the breadth of their combined reporting experience, Kristof and WuDunn 
depict our world with anger, sadness, clarity, and, ultimately, hope. They show how a little help can 
transform the lives of women and girls abroad. That Cambodian girl eventually escaped from her 
brothel and, with assistance from an aid group, built a thriving retail business that supports her family. 
The Ethiopian woman had her injuries repaired and in time became a surgeon. A Zimbabwean mother 
of five, counseled to return to school, earned her doctorate and became an expert on AIDS. Deeply 
felt, pragmatic, and inspirational, Half the Sky is essential reading for every global citizen.
ISBN-13: 978-0307387097

For your second book this semester, choose one book from this category

 Monique and the Mango Rains: Two Years with a Midwife in Mali
 By Kris Holloway; Consulting Editor John Bidwell

Product Description:
What is it like to live and work in a remote corner of the world and befriend a courageous midwife who 
breaks traditional roles? Monique and the Mango Rains: Two Years with a Mali Midwife is the inspir-
ing story of Monique Dembele, an accidental midwife who became a legend, and Kris Holloway, the 
young Peace Corps volunteer who became her closest confidante. In a small village in Mali, West 
Africa, Monique saved lives and dispensed hope every day in a place where childbirth is a life-and-
death matter and where many children are buried before they cut a tooth. Kris worked side-by-side 
with her as they cared for each other through sickness and tragedy and shared their innermost se-
crets and hopes. Monique’s life was representative of many women in one of the world’s poorest 
nations, yet she faced her challenges in extraordinary ways. Despite her fiercely traditional society 
and her limited education she fought for her beliefs—birth control, the end of female genital mutila-
tion, the right to receive a salary, and the right to educate her daughters. And she struggled to be with 
the man she loved. Her story is one of tragedy joy, rebellion, and of an ancient culture in the midst of 
change. It is an uplifting tribute to indomitable spirits everywhere. Monique and the Mango Rains is a 
fascinating voyage to an unforgettable place, a voyage spent close to the ground, immersed in village 
life, learning first-hand the rhythms of this world. From witnessing her first village birth to the night of 
Monique’s own tragic death, Kris draws on her first-person experiences in Mali, her graduate studies 
in maternal and child health, medical and clinic records, letters and journals, as well as conversations 
with Monique, her family, friends and colleagues, to gives readers a unique view—and a friend in 
West Africa.
ISBN13: 9781577664352

 The Hospital by the River: A Story of Hope
 by Catherine Hamlin

Product Description:
The awe-inspiring story of the life and mission of Dr. Catherine Hamlin who, with her husband Reg, 
established what has been heralded as one the most incredible medical programs in the modern 
world. The Hamlins, both Christians, dedicated their lives to women suffering the catastrophic ef-
fects of obstructed labor. The awful injuries that such labor produces are called fistulae, and until the 
Hamlins began their work in Ethiopia, fistula sufferers were neglected and forgotten--a vast group of 



women facing a lifetime of incapacity and degradation. Catherine and Reg, with their team of dedicat-
ed fistula surgeons, have successfully operated on over 25,000 women, and the Addis Ababa Fistula 
Hospital has become a major teaching institutions for gynecologists from all over Ethiopia and the de-
veloping world. Set against the backdrop of Ethiopia, this is a moving and utterly compelling account 
of an extraordinary life.
ISBN-13: 978-0825460715

 The Children Who Sleep by the River
 by Debbie Taylor 

Product Description:
Taylor captures the tenor of modern Zimbabwe in her first novel. Girls are raped by white school-
teachers; mothers weakened by childbirth are offered birth control pills by doctors; husbands and 
fathers consider women prostitutes if they give in to modern medicine, witches if they abide by the 
superstitions passed down from the elders. Central to the tale is Miriam, a woman ``who could speak 
with spirits but could not write her own name; who could turn a breech baby in the womb but didn’t 
know the date of her own birthday . . . ‘’ The novel chronicles four generations of women, of whom 
one is dead and another has not yet been born. Both spirit-voices speak so naturally that their other-
worldly aspects are not immediately apparent; though a belief in such voices is presumably traditional 
within the tribal culture in which this tale is set, American readers might well find it nothing more than 
a gimmick. Taylor’s writing is lyrical throughout, but what begins as a strongly plotted narrative falls 
apart quickly; too many aspects of the living characters’ lives remain unresolved. This book is finally a 
troubling mesh of fiction and homily.
ISBN-13: 978-1566561020

 Where Have All the Mothers Gone?
 by M.D. Dr. Jean Chamberlain Froese 

Product Description:
All over the world, even as you read this, mothers in poor countries struggle to deliver their babies 
without lifesaving medical care. This is, perhaps, the last unreached frontier of modern medicine. 
Walk with Dr. Jean Chamberlain Froese as she extends a hand of compassion and professional care 
to mothers in desperate danger. “In these days of high-tech medicine, it is refreshing that a doctor 
writes, first-hand, so passionately about people and their real lives. These moving stories should 
serve as a call for action by all who care.” Professor Mahmoud F. Fathalla Past-President of the In-
ternational Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics “Reading Dr. Chamberlain Froese’s vignettes, I 
was moved to tears and anger and prayer for the women who live in such poverty of health care. She 
has captured the pathos, hope and despair of women who have so little of what we see as essential 
health care during pregnancy and delivery.
ISBN-13: 978-1554523023
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